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Abstract:
Modern robo c systems are able to localize doors and
its handle or knob, grasp the handle and open the door.
Service robots need to open doors and drawers to au-
tonomously operate in human environment. The me-
chanical proper es of doors lead to incorpora on of force
and velocity constraints into the control law, to avoid the
environment damage. In the ar cle the impedance con-
trol law was expanded with these factors to achieve safe
behavior of direct (explicit) posi on-force controller of
KUKA LWR4+ robot that opens the door.

Keywords: manipula on, impedance control, service
robots

1. Introduc on
Recent years have resulted in a number of robotic

manipulator structures [4, 9] mounted on mobile
bases. Themain scienti icmotivation for their creation
was to build a hardware and software base for ser-
vice robots operating in human environment. The re-
search covers many issues related to human’s every-
day existence, such as working in the kitchen [11] or
movement between rooms [7]. Both of these tasks re-
quire opening doors. Depending on the needs it can be
a little door in the kitchen cabinet as well as a massive
room door.

One of the irstworks in thismatter considers door
opening with a four degrees of freedom robotic ma-
nipulator [8]. The control law assumed that the ma-
nipulator exerts the desired general force set in its
end–effector and system measures the position in the
same coordinate system simultaneously. Taking into
account the real trajectory of the end–effector, the con-
trol law parameters were chosen to generate the de-
sired force that opens the door. Modern applications
[4, 7, 9, 11] are much more comprehensive and take
into account several aspects e.g.: location of the door,
location of the handle or knob, grip generation and
grip execution.

It is worth noting that the inal outcome of the
experiments presented so far related to door open-
ing is comparable for various structures of the con-
trollers. The work [4] presents robotic system that is
controlled indirectly and general force readings came
not from a six-axis sensor mounted in the manipula-
tor wrist [15] but from sensors located in the grip-
per ingers phalanges. The control law applied in the
direction of door opening was constructed by super-
position of reference velocity and force error depen-

dent correction velocity. Similarly, the robot described
in [11] had indirect control structure, but in this case
the force feelingwas the fusion ofmeasurements from
a six-axis transducer placed in a manipulator wrist
and force data from two inger gripper phalanges. PR2
Robot [7] control system does not measure the gen-
eral force in manipulator wrist, but, on the basis of
velocity command speci ied in the end–effector, com-
putes the additional desired joints torque component
for gravitationally balanced manipulator. System de-
scribed in [9] utilized one of the irst generations of
directly controlled DLR-LWR robot, where the manip-
ulator tip contact force computation is based on the
torques measured in joints.

It is impossible to pass in silence over the fact
that the opening of doors and drawers is also im-
portant in medical research. For example [13] stud-
ied opening a drawer by healthy people and patients
with impaired cerebellum. It turns out that patients
with dysfunction of the cerebellum have a different
drawer opening strategy than healthy patients. Typi-
cally, ingers’ clamping force on the handle is propor-
tional to the pulling force to avoid handle slip. Sim-
ilarly, healthy patients, shortly after the end of the
movement is felt, more strongly tighten the handle
so as not to lose their grip. Patients with cerebellar
dysfunction also perform the whole tasks, but clench
tighter in the irst phase and sometimes lose the grip
at the end of the motion, when the drawer reaches
mechanical limitations. The forces exerted by theman
and the speed of movement during similar operations
are well known and tested. It results in the construc-
tion of doors and drawers, in particular, the durability
of handles, hinges etc.

There are software drivers [10,16] for robots per-
forming service tasks, as well as methods of image ac-
quisition and analysis [6] necessary to detect objects
(e.g. handles or doors [3]). The latter task can also uti-
lize fused information from depth sensors and color
cameras [14], which can further improve detection re-
sults. So far, there was a lack of control law relating
to some of the top-imposed limitations resulting from
the door construction adapted for use by humans. The
handle has a limited resistance, so it is important to
limit the force with which the door is pulled. On the
other hand, a rotational speed of the door can not be
arbitrarily high, because the accumulated kinetic en-
ergy may be potentially dangerous in the case of en-
countering an obstacle (e.g., human being).

In this paper we present in a formal way a robotic
system (sections 2, 3), where the control law allows
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both opening a door with previously unknown kine-
matic and dynamic models, taking into account the
constraints derived from safety requirements. More-
over, the algorithm allows to open the door with-
out prior knowledge of opening direction and with-
out a known position of the hinge (the same algorithm
opens both the „right” and „left” doors). In the exper-
imental stage (section 4) the door and manipulator
end–effectorwere rigidly connected to test the control
law by exposing the system to the fast-growing strain.
The paper inishes with conclusions in section 5.

2. Nota on
The controller description is formal, hence it starts

with the notation. Position of frame Q relative to U
canbe expressed as either homogeneousmatrixU

QT or
a column vector U

Qr. In the latter case, the position in
Cartesian coordinates is extended by a rotation angle
around the axis represented by directional vector. The
rotational angle and the directional vector (after mul-
tiplication) are aggregated into three coordinates. The
operator A transforms this column vector into a ho-
mogeneous matrix, andA−1 de ines an inverse trans-
formation:

A(UQr) =
U
QT , A−1(UQT ) = U

Qr (1)

Manipulator con iguration can also be expressed
with a joint position vector q.

The column vector U ṙ =
[
UvT , UωT

]T of size 6 ×
1 represents generalized velocity of frame U moving
relative to frame 0 expressed in U . It consists of linear
velocity v and rotational velocity ω:

U (0U ṙ) =
U ṙ (2)

The column vector UF of the same size 6×1 expresses
generalized force and consists of a 3 element force vec-
tor and a torque vector of the same size. In this case,
force is applied to the origin of theU coordinate frame,
and is expressed in the same frame.

Some other useful transformations U
QξF , UQξV ex-

press generalized force or velocity in one coordinate
frame relative to the other, ixed to it:

UF = U
QξF

QF , U ṙ = U
QξV

Qṙ (3)

In the case when free vectors are used (such as
increments of position, orientation, velocity or force)
there exists a need to express them relatively to the
frame, with an orientation other than the one inwhich
it was formerly expressed. In this case, one can use
the C(U ṙ) notation, in which generalized velocity ofU
frame in relation to 0 is expressed in frame C . For the
transformation purpose the matrix ξ∗, [16] is used:

C(U ṙ) = C
Uξ∗

U ṙ (4)

In the notation below, d means desired value, and m
is the measured value (if d orm are placed in the bot-
tom right index). Similarly, the bottom right indexwith
square brackets denotes a coordinate associated with

a vector or a matrix. We employ the convention of us-
ing x, y and z to indicate the linear parts and ax, ay, az
to indicate the rotational parts. In ig. 2 some selected
coordinate frames are marked: 0 – base,W – wrist, E
– end–effector (task frame).

3. Controller
Research has been done on the system based on

KUKA LWR4+ robots. To present the system structure,
the formal notation presented earlier in [6, 16] was
used in a modi ied form. The graphical representation
( ig. 1) was supplemented by a direct de inition of the
data exchangedwithin a single agent (between its con-
trol subsystem c, virtual effector e and real effectorE).

The transition functions that generate outputs
based on inputs and internal state are de ined for
particular components and indicate inputs and out-
puts for the described component: [S]tx are inputs, [S]ty
are outputs, where S is the input/output value and t
means discrete time index. Other variables (the inter-
nal state of the agent in particular) arewrittenwithout
the additional symbols.
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Fig. 1. The General structure of the designed single-
agent controller: E - real effector, e - virtual effector,
c - control subsystem. The two components presented
are an impedance controller in task space and a trajec-
tory generator for the impedance controller

Thedetailed description of the system is presented
in the following part of the article. In section 3.1 the
real effector E (KUKA LWR4+ arm) is described with
its industrial controller adapted toworkwith research
systems. Later on, section 3.2 characterizes the de-
veloped research controller (virtual effector e) imple-
mented in Orocos [2] system. This particular frame-
work was chosen because of the availability of com-
munication interface with KUKA and since its struc-
ture is universal (so it can be used in many works, go-
ing beyond the scope of this project). Further part of
the paper (section 3.3) presents a strategy for open-
ing a door, especially the developed control law em-
bedded in control subsystem c. This is implemented
in ROS [10] system, which was chosen due to the
simplicity of the formulation of tasks using scripting
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Fig. 2. KUKA LWR4+ armwith its coordinate frames and
transforma on between them, while execu ng the task
of opening the door

languages and ready-to-use communication interface
with Orocos system.
3.1. Industrial controller KUKA LWR4+

KUKA LWR4+ is a serial, lightweight (16kg), re-
dundant robotic arm with seven degrees of freedom.
Its construction ( ig. 2) is similar to human arm in
terms of size, lifting capacity and manipulation capa-
bilities,which enables it to safely operate in humanen-
vironment. Just like typical industrial robots, LWR4+
is equipped with motor encoders, but it also has sen-
sors of joint position and torque. It can be controlled in
joint space and external space, moreover the desired
torques can be set in joints. KUKA provided the possi-
bility to use LWR4+with external controllers, particu-
larly for research purposes. The controller is equipped
with Fast Research Interface (FRI) [12] and uses Eth-
ernet and UDP protocols, that allow to read robot’s
state and to send control commands.

In this work the impedance control law extended
by desired torque is used for joints control (5), in the
samewayasparallel position-force controller in exter-
nal space extends position regulators with the desired
force [16].

τκ+1
c = [Kj ]

ι
x([qd]

ι
x − qκm) + [Bj ]

ι
x q̇

κ
m+

[τd]
ι
x + f(qιm, q̇ιm, q̈ιm)

(5)

The control law above presents an external con-
trol loop of real effector (∆κ ≈ 0.3ms), with desired
torque τκc as output, which is then used as an input
to the internal loop with torque controller running
with the frequency of tens of kHz. Some variables are
updated less frequently, typically with the period of
∆ι = 1ms. Input values for extended impedance con-
troller are as follows: [Kj ]

ι
x - stiffness, [Bj ]

ι
x - damp-

ing, [qd]ιx - desired position, [τd]ιx - desired torque.
The impedance controller needs the measured posi-
tion qκm and velocity q̇κm, and the dynamic model it-
self f(qιm, q̇ιm, q̈ιm) . The structure of this regulator as
well as its stability analysis were presented in [1].
3.2. KUKA LWR4+ research controller

The research controller (virtual effector e) con-
sists of a number of Orocos components and an XML

ile that de ines the connection between them. The
individual components are responsible for communi-
cation within the entire system (including the use of
FRI), internal diagnostics, as well as the implementa-
tion of the control law and trajectory generation. In
this article, we focus on the latter two aspects.

Trajectory generator component Two key compo-
nents used in the research controller are trajectory
generator and impedance controller. Trajectory gen-
erator receives commands from the control subsys-
tem c in discrete time instants t. On the other side, in
each step ι of the real effector regulator E, trajectory
generator has to prepare the command for impedance
controller in external space (implemented in cartesian
impedance controller component). For two consecu-
tive time instants i, the interval is de ined by [t]ix. In
the initial phase, the desired position is copied from
the measured position (6):

[ 0DT ]ι0y = 0
ET ι0

m (6)

It is assumed that stiffness, damping, desired force
and the geometric matrix of the tool are simply copied
(7):

[Kc]
ι
y = [Kc]

i
x, [Bc]

ι
y = [Bc]

i
x,

[EFd]
ι
y = [EFd]

i
x, [WET ]ιy = [WET ]ix

(7)

Desired position [ 0DT ]ιy is computed based on de-
sired velocity [

E
(D ṙd)]

i
x and previous control (8) ac-

cording to the presented notation:

[ 0DT ]ιy = 0
DT (ι−1)A

(
(DEξ

ι
∗ [

E
(D ṙd)]

i
x)∆ι

)
(8)

where matrix D
Eξ

ι
∗ is computed in the way pre-

sented in [16] based on the matrix 0
ET ι

m from (9) and
matrix 0

DT (ι−1).
0
ET ι

m = [ 0
WTm]ιx [WET ]ix (9)

Impedance controller component Cartesian impe-
dance controller component implements control law
in task-related space. Column vector E

Dr representing
the length of the virtual spring (10) is computed tak-
ing into account the measured effector position 0

ET m

and the desired position 0
DT .

E
Drι = A−1(E0T ι

m [ 0DT ]ιx) (10)
Velocity E ṙm of the end–effector (11) is computed

as:
E ṙm

ι =
A−1(E0T

(ι−1)
m

0
ET ι

m)

∆ι
(11)

In the next step, the force EFc (12) is computed
taking into account the spring length E

Dr, stiffnessKc,
end-effector velocity E ṙm, damping Bc and desired
force EFd. The force EFc is then transformed to the
wrist frame (13).

EF ι
c = [Kc]

ι
x

E
Drι + [Bc]

ι
x

E ṙιm + [EFd]
ι
x(12)

WF ι
c = W

Eξ
ι
F

EF ι
c (13)
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where W
Eξ

ι
F is based on [WET ]ιx. Finally, according

to (14) joint torques vector τd is computed using Jaco-
bian J .

[τd]
ι
y = [JT ]ιx

WF ι
c (14)

Stiffness and damping in the output of the compo-
nent are set to zero [Kj ]

ι
y = 0, [Bj ]

ι
y = 0, in order to

command the joint level controller implemented in the
real effectorE (5) to work as a torque controller with
compensation of both gravity and partially dynamics.

3.3. Door opening strategy

The control subsystem c includes outermost con-
trol loop running over the existing impedance con-
troller implemented in the virtual effector e. This so-
lution enables the incorporation of the door opening
tasks in a larger application, consisting of multiple
phases of motion, by adjusting the impedance char-
acteristics for smooth transition from the movement
without any contact with the environment to the con-
tact phase, as it is possible in the pneumatic-powered
robots [5].

The matrix [WET ]iy de ines the pose of the manipu-
lator tool. It depends on the mechanical construction
of the end–effector and it is sent to the virtual effec-
tor. This matrix does not change during task execu-
tion. Similarly, the general set force [EFd]

i
y is always

zero (i.e. all of the force and torque coordinates are ze-
ros). In addition, the time [t]iy of the single trajectory
segment execution is sent. The other output parame-
ters are de ined in terms of the direction of motion in
the task space. For directionsx, y, ax, ay and az it is as-
sumed that the manipulator should be compliant and
move in order to eliminate tension, so the correspond-
ing coordinates of the reference velocity, stiffness and
damping (15) become zero.

[
E
(D ṙd[x,y,ax,ay,az])]

i
y = 0, [Kc[x,y,ax,ay,az]]

i
y = 0,

[Bc[x,y,ax,ay,az]]
i
y = 0

(15)
Towards the z axis control law is more elabo-

rated, since it sets the velocity [E(D ṙd[z])]
i
y taking into

account the measured position 0
ET i

m, the maximum
speed ṙ[z], the measured force EF i

m[z] and two force
thresholds: braking threshold F0 and motion termi-
nation threshold Fl. The stiffness [Kc[z]]

i
y and damp-

ing [Bc[z]]
i
y are also de ined. In each iteration, the con-

troller irst checks the completion of the predicate of
the movement (16), (17). The predicate P () returns
true, if the force measured along the z axis of the task
coordinate system exceeds the threshold value (door
is blocked) or the dot product of the vector that is nor-
mal to the plane of the door at the beginning of themo-
tion and the same vector at the current time instant is
less than zero (the door turn angle exceeded 90 de-
grees).

N i = [ 0ET i
m[1][3],

0
ET i

m[2][3],
0
ET i

m[3][3]]

(16)

P () =

{
true ifN i0 ·N i ≤ 0 ∨ [Fm[z]]

i
x ≥ Fl

false otherwise
(17)

If the predicate P () is satis ied, the desired ve-
locity [

E
(D ṙd[z])]

i
y = 0. The robot motion is not

commanded, but the manipulator end–effector is still
impedance controlled in z axis. Otherwise, the velocity
is determined according to the formula (18), so as to
continuously slow down the robot, starting from the
moment when the measured force values exceed the
braking threshold F0.

[
E
(D ṙd[z])]

i
y =

ṙ[z] for EF i
m[z] ≤ F0

ṙ[z]

(
1.0−

EFi
m[z]−F0

Fl−F0

)
for F0 < EF i

m[z] ≤ Fl

0 for EF i
m[z] > Fl

(18)

4. Experiments
The veri ication of the strategy of door open-

ing consists of a series of experiments conducted on
the test-bed presented in igure 2 and video1. The
end–effector of the manipulator is rigidly ixed to the
kitchen cabinet door. The experiments consisted of
alternating closing and opening the door for differ-
ent sets of controller parameters and limitations of
the contact force. The control subsystem time period
was constantly set to [t]iy = 10ms. In addition, door
motion was disturbed by an obstacle in the form of
heavy object standing in its way. Experiments have
con irmed the correctness of the approach. For the fur-
ther presentation the door opening case was chosen
( ig. 3), where the following coef icients where cho-
sen experimentally. The velocity limit was set as ṙ[z] =
0.04m

s , the braking threshold F0 = 10N , the force
limitFl = 20N , stiffness [Kc[z]]

i
y = 4000N

m and damp-
ing [Bc[z]]

i
y = 80Ns

m .
Initially, the manipulator is slightly pushing the

door along with the z axis of the current task coor-
dinate system (it can be seen at the beginning of the
forces graph), because the door openingwas preceded
by its closure, which ended up with a little stretch
of impedance controller „spring” while the door was
closed. Then, at the time instant a, the motion is or-
dered, the force along the z axis changes direction,
and inally, after crossing the static friction of hinge,
door begins to move as illustrated by the signi icant
increase in speed along the z axis. The slight oscilla-
tion of the forces is visible while the manipulator is
in motion. The force in the z direction, which moves
the door, is clearly dominant over the values of the
forces in the xy plane, where manipulator is com-
pliant. The velocities in the xy plane are adequately
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Fig. 3. The measured forces and veloci es recorded dur-
ing door opening

small. At the time instant b the door encounter an ob-
stacle in the form of a box weighing about 3kg, which
lies directly on the surface below the closet. The force
along the z axis is growing rapidly, but in this case
does not exceed the limit value. The speed drops dra-
matically and starts to oscillate, while the manipula-
tor is pulling the doors with the obstacle. Later, after
passing through the phase of the oscillation caused by
the impedance controller behaviour, themeasured ve-
locity stabilizes slightly below the limit. At this stage,
noticeable higher force is seen, with which the ma-
nipulator pushes the door against the resistance of
the obstacle. Movement stops in time instant c, when
the desired angle is reached. The force in the z direc-
tion is non-zero, as the impedance controller „spring”
is stretched due to non-zero static friction inside the
door hinge and static friction of the obstacle with the
ground.

5. Conclusions
In the article a research oriented controller of

KUKA LWR4+ robotic manipulator, that executes a
safe door opening strategy, is presented in a formal
way. This approach takes into account the limita-
tions of both the speed of the door, from its handle
point of view, and the contact force recorded in the
end–effector of the manipulator. Experimental veri-
ication con irmed the correct behavior of the sys-
tem. Future research will rely on the solution already
worked out and will include the selection of the con-
troller parameters (stiffness and damping) in the face
of the experimentally identi ied constraints on the
speed and strength of the contact. The work will be-
gin with the study of the method of opening the door
by a representative group of people, and then the im-
plementation of a similar strategy for the robot.

Notes
1http://vimeo.com/rcprg/door-opening-stiff-contact
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